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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FUTURE ORIENTED LEADER

Dr. HD. Melva Sitanggang, MSi

Abstract

For every leader in carrying out their duties on the future course based on
the vision and mission that makes hopes and expectations on the
leadership of the organization in the future. Vision and Mission is the key
to a person's early success as a leader because leadership funclasinya
implement that goal would be achieved in the future. Certainly the
attitude of the leader is expected to determine the consistency and
commitment to what the objectives of the leaders in an opportunity as a
leader within the organization. Characteristics of the leader will influence
subordinates in carrying out their duties to influence subordinates in
carrying out the activities of the organization in the future so tl-rat the
achievement of these goals can be obtained. Future leaders must be

prepared early by any company through increased education antl a good
experience to meet the challenges in the future so as to avoid failures in
running leadership management organi zatton.

Keywords: Characteristics of Leaders, Future.

UNDERSTANDING LEADER

A large number of existing organizations must be followed by the large
number of leaders of the organization who are leaders in their respective
organizations.

Each of the leaders leadership function to achieve their personal desires in
accordance with the Vision and Mission of the basic desire to be a leader.

Along the way many of these leaders who have failed and many were
successful for a leader. The purpose of each to be a leader as a basis for its
role as a leader so that when there is a failure in one of the leadership
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lrltmr:rn is caused by lack of inconsistencies in achieving its goals which
fi,&''r l:een proposed since the beginning.

',rrisr:n and Mission is the key to a person's early success as a leader
lrus:r-"r-€ leadership base implement that goal would be achieved in the

tJlllL -_ d_

b :::: he seen at the moment where one of the requirements for someone
rur:il -h\-artts to run for locai office must have a vision and mission that will
lrnl :::rusted to a single period of his leadership.

'r'tsll:fi and mission is communicated to the public so the public can assess

ihm jeasibility of the vision and mission and adapt to the wishes of the
nuesr:ie ruho will hang up his hopes for the future leaders.

'il';!s,c"n is a picture of the state expected by a person in a certain period of
tudq€ :-s desired by the person as an expression of hope as a human being.

{r,:::er-ing this vision can only be done tirrough a mission that will carry
r:u:: ie task in the realization of this vision through a well-designed work
runm-ing stages for a person or organization.

lflffiriF'i:n the organization there must be a direct and guide management
om'n:ties in order to allow for monitoring the achievement of the target.

-,'e:tui€r is someone who has ability to perform management fur'tctions in
Mme. :rganization well to achieve the desired goal through her dreams in
rllmc:::fure.

:lu-q; Fratt Fairchild, 1960, saying that the leader is someone who leads
lnm rn+:ij- of initiating social behavior by regulating, directing, organizing or
runnlXling the business / efforts of others, or through the prestige, power
fi:r l:'sitron.

Thn '[ohn 
Gage Allee, 1969, saying that the leader is a guide, pointing,

s,imi::ng, commander. H. Malayu SP. Hasibuan, 1997, saying that a leader
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is someone who uses the authority and leadership directing subordinates
to do most of the work in achieving organizational goals.

A leader must also be able to understand him first if he can lead by real so
we need honesty from within itself so do not push yourself to be a leader.

Honesty is an important aspect in the success of a leader because it must
have considered all aspects of the existing leaders with followers who will
lead a diverse characteristics.

Every leader faced with:

1. Diverse followers that a leader must have good experience and
knowledge to be abie to match the expectations of leaders and
followers hope. In exercising its leadership must have a leader to lead
a customized art environmental conditions and characteristics of the
subordinates (Management is Art)

2. Fluctuating situations where the leaders will be faced with any
situation and should be able to adapt itself to various situations.

3. Good communication because every leader must be able to
communicate well in conveying the message to be heard by the
various parties, especially his subordinates. In exercising leadership
communication should be able to adapt to different situations and
depending on who the leadership is going to communicate well when
leading a formal meeting, scientific discussion, and at the time was not
a formal event.

CHARACTERISTICS OF LEADERS

Man as God's creatures have differences of attitudes and behaviors which
attitudes and behaviors can help the success of the leadership in carrying
out its functions.
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Attitude or behavior which is owned by the head is formed by the

interaction of society between the individual and his environment
interrelationships between each individual in the community

\'Vhen the social relationships between individuals that the individual is

having interactions in the formation of attitudes toward psychological
object faces.

There are several factors that influence the formation of attitudes, namely:

Personal experiences that lead to the formation of a person's attitude
through life experiencing the impression that cause a sense of sel{-

confidence in interacting in society. If someone has a lot of experience

that will form a positive attitude and vice versa when a person has

little experience it will form a negative attitude.

Influence others deemed important where other people are around us

will also give effect to the formation of a person's attitude.

The influence of culture in which human behavior can also be

influenced by the culture around us. Hergenhahn, 7982, saying that
personality is none other than a consistent pattern of behavior that
illustrate the history of reinforcement that we experienced.

1. Mass media is a means of communication will provide, a major

influence on the formation of opinions that will shape a person's

attitude can change.

Institute of Religious Education and the Institute will also give effect

to the formation of one's attitude in which the presence of educational

and religious institutions then someone will be able to change his

attitude towards the positive direction because it can improve human
morality.

Emotional factors will influence can shape human behavior such as:

prejudice to a person based on emotional factors.
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It's the same with the attitude of the leadership characteristics will also be
heavily influenced by factors forming attitudes that wiil be conducted by
top management to each organization.

Characteristics -of leadership will affect one's success in leading an
organization because it can affect the behavior and attitude of his
subordinates to do positive activities in order to increase the productivity
of labor leaders and subordinates in the organization.

There are several characteristics that are owned by a successful leader are:

7. They know their company that every leader must know in detail
about what their business activities and must ready to follow
developments in business activities in the vicinity. The development
of the surrounding circumstances must be anticipated to see the
progress and setbacks that can occur in the organization.

2. They know where they want to take the company that is a leader must
have a clear vision to be the hope of every leader and organization in
the future. At this stage every leader must have a concentration of
attention on the vision and mission to be achieved ancl shoulcl be able
to empower all existing organizational potential to the fullest.

Empowering potential good economic potential and the potential of
human resources in the organization managed to achieve high levels
of produciivity.

3- They manage the strategy is that any vision of every leader must have
strategies to achieve measurable and every leader should really focus
on the vision and mission.

4. Managing people is how to manage all the resources that exist within
the organizalion by empowering resource human. Leadership role
here may also provide a good motivation for career development and
rewards for employees who excel.
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i. Working with sincere pleasure that the leaders can do the job with
pleasure because he was very sincere in carrying out all its activities.

:. Personal strength that every leader has personal power as:

a. Telling the hard truth that the condition actually happens in
organizations that are communicated to all his subordinates about
the decline in the condition.

b. Courage to change that every leader must take a strategic change

in the saving and raising organtzation firmly.
c. The role of knowledge that every leader must have the

understanding and control of what will be taken as well as the
head of the organization step strategy.

d. Nature / nurture the leaders should be able to find out by
studying the changes that will occur.

e. Willing to take risks that every leader to take the risk and benefit

FUTURE LEADER

Changes in the world is always changing eitl-rer changes planned or not
r.anned so we are always prepared for these changes and can avoid
:ailure when we can anticipate.

For the organization as a whole should have been preparing leaders
:csponsive to the changes that will occur both conditions were very
::iticult ones can be anticipated that he is permitted to have a strategy that
-,*1i1 complete the change.

Jc torward and retreat organization in the hands of the leadership
lmause leadership serves as a planner, coordinator, monitoring and
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Future leaders must have a different perspective to the past leaders for the
future is a time of expectation and should be well planned in order to
achieve a prosperous life.

Future leaders is'the need of the organizationto which this obligation of
the organizationto maintain the existence of the organization.

There are several reasons why the leaders of the future are needed:

1. The future is an uncertain so it is necessary to prepare a reliable leader
to respond to future uncertainty.

2. The future is a time of hope, so that the organization prepares a leader
who is able to reach the expectations of the organizalion and other
individuals in the organization.

3" Achieving the vision and mission of the organization which is the
rationale for the leadership in determining organizational strategy.

4" Profit oriented to the organization that is how to achieve a great
advantage for the organization which is the main purpose of the
organization.

Leaders of the future must be well prepared by each organization so that it
can meet the challenges that occur or will occur.

Preparation leader is not easy, but a leader must be prepared really
reliable and has an uncanny ability to respond to any problems.

Human resource management must be qualified as follows:

1. Having the ability to take responsibility that every leader should
really be able to take responsibiiity for their work and each policy
taken. The responsibility of leadership is very large because the ieader
will promote the activities of the orgarization in the future and ready
to get sanctions for policies taken.
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- The ability to be perceptive means being able to see and respond to
reality.
Leaders must have a high perception and full commitment to all
existing situation both in internal and external to the organization and
be abie to reflect on to see his weaknesses to be corrected at a later
date.

The ability to respond objectively which a leader is able to see every
problem as objectively and rational.
Objectivity is a continuation of the neglect of perception with as many
personal factors and emotional neglect can escape reality.

Ability to set priorities exactly where a leader should be able to specify
the activities that must take precedence or priority to suspend
activities pending.
Leaders must create a comprehensive plan for a period of time what
rvill be done by the leaders and orgamzations, followed by the
availability of a budget to carry out the activities but in carrying out
all activities of organizations sometimes have limited funds so the
organization should be made priorities which should be done first.

The ability to communicate means that every leader must be able to
communicate well to what he had to say can be understood by anyone
lvho hears it.
The ability to communicate is very important so as to eliminate the
feeling misunderstood by subordinates so that an error in carrying out
activities or employment.

[-L{DER SUCCESS INDICATORS

3.-- considering the characteristics and preparation for a potential leader
i:mself it will result in high productivity of the organization Success for a
..ader is when he is able to explain the performance results of the

lrmmdorg Seminar lnternasional STIE - LNIII Meilan
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productivity of labor orgamzation in a given period can be measured
through comparisons between planning and reality, namely:

Productivity = totul output / total input x 100%

Achieving productivity is highly dependent on the characteristics and
qualifications held by the leader because he can do all activities in the
organization effectively and efficiently. The leader is able to manage well
a1l the potential that exists within the organization ancl implementing
potential well too so what is the target of achieving the organization can
be achieved.

Many organizational leaders fail in the task because it has a lot of
weaknesses in himself that he was forced to obtain the position of leader.

There ur" ,"rr"rul factors that cause the failure of leadership, namely:

1. Do not have the intellectual capability.
2. Did not have a good experience.
3. Dishonest.

4. Has no sincerity.
5. Arrogance is high.
6. Do not have a vision.

Furthermore, it can also be explained indicators that can explain the
success of a leader is:

1. Increased production results and the provision of services by the
organization.

2. The more neat and more effective administrative systems
management include:
a. Human resource management, nature, funds, facilities and time

are more economical and efficient.
b. The right man in the right place with a broad deiegation of

authority.
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r. The organizational structure in accordance to the needs of the
organizatton and there is an integration of all the parts.

d. Targets and objectives to be achieved always fulfilled in
accordance with the time schedule.

e. Organizalions can quickly and precisely adjust to the demands of
development and change from outside the organization.

: The increasing activity of the activities human or social aspects of
human nature such as:

a. There s a solid psychological climate so that people feel safe and
huppy to work.

b. There is work discipline, self-discipline, sense of responsibility
and high moral within the organizatton.

c. There is an atmosphere of mutual trust, cooperation cooperative,
and a high work ethic.

d. Formal and informal communication smooth and familiar.
e. There's the excitement of labor and high loyalty to the

organization.
i. There are not a lot of fraud in the organization.
g. There is a satisfactory social security. (Kartini Kartono, 7992)

-{"11 expectations about future leaders must be prepared through education
;:rd good experience called professionals that are not only born once,

:espite being a leader in his own charisma, but to enrich themselves on

"eadership then all candidates must meet the leaders of thetvalue of
sducation and are supported by the experience is good.

]'lanv leaders in the world but only a few well-respected leader in the
i',-orld because of his leadership such as the first President Soekarno of
-ndonesia, Mahatma Gandhi, John F. Kennedy.

-{ctually, with a large population iike Indonesia will have prospective
:uture leaders because there is potential for a lot of human resources, the
g,f,verrunent only has to prepare candidates for the younger generation to
secome leaders in our country.
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Empowering youth to be done by the government to be given a chance to

the younger generation to become leaders.

Human resources in Indonesia should be used as human capital that will
be able to carry out the duties and responsibilities that exist in the future"

So we expect the future to be born hurnan resources that are reliable for
the leadership candidates are reliable. If we do not prepare future leaders
in the future that one day we willbe a loss leader or leadership crisis that
will make the environment was not conducive.

Currently we're almost facing leadership crisis in which at least a viable
candidate to replace leader relay the existing government.

This condition is caused by either:

1. Lack of preparing future leaders should be done by the government.
2. Lack of empowerment of young people to the opportunities that exist

in our country.
3. The views were skeptical of the young generation that is easy

generations still emotional, less experienced and less skilled in the
lead. Should we understand that the experience can be gained from
the way the younger generation empowerment.

4. Indonesia is less familiar word retirement pension so that they feel less

work during the work.
5. The low rate him that he should have retired.
6. The attitude of the ego of each individual. The government should

quickly be done to anticipate that empower young people as future
leaders of the future. Shortage of leadership in the future will result in
a poor condition because no model is an example.
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